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INTRODUCTION 
 
The triathlon position places the saddle more 
anterior on the bike (relative to the bottom bracket) 
with the forearms and hands supported by 
aerodynamic handlebars. In addition to body 
position, triathlon saddles differ from traditional 
saddles, which have narrow, extended noses and 
little padding. During time-trials or triathlons, riders 
prefer to sit forward on the saddle. Thus, some 
triathlon saddles maintain the traditional shape but 
have additional padding. Moreover, newer triathlon 
saddles are “noseless,” which are reported to reduce 
pressure on the perineum and thereby increase the 
comfort of the saddle for some riders [1].  
 
Previous studies have quantified saddle pressure 
distribution, and pedal forces, but far less is known 
about the Bicycle-Rider Interface Forces (BRIF) at 
the saddle, handlebars and bottom bracket. 
Bolourchi and Hull [2] and our lab’s recent work [3] 
have analyzed BRIF but only for the road position. 
Quantifying the BRIF for various body positions 
and saddles types may provide an objective 
measurement that correlates with subjective rider 
comfort measurements on the bicycle.  
 
Here, we quantified and compared BRIF in the road 
and triathlon positions, using both road and triathlon 
saddles. We hypothesized that: 1. compared to the 
road position, saddle vertical forces would  decrease 
in the triathlon position for both saddle types, 2. in 
both the road and triathlon positions, a noseless 
triathlon saddle would reduce saddle vertical forces,  
3. in the triathlon position, more weight would be 
supported at the handlebars. 
 
METHODS 
Ten experienced, male triathletes participated 
(21.1+/- 2.4 years, 40km time trial = 62.9 +/- 5.6 
min) per UCB IRB. We modified a highly 

adjustable, stationary cycling ergometer (Retül 
Müve, Boulder, CO) to include force transducers 
(AMTI MC3-A 5, Watertown, MA) at the saddle, 
handlebars and bottom bracket (Figure 1). The 
Müve frame geometry was adjusted by referencing 
the Felt Bicycles (Irvine, CA) system which is 
based on height. Subjects warmed-up and 
completed four, 6-minute riding trials at a power 
output of 2 W/kg body mass, at 90 RPM, with their 
hands positioned on the handlebar brake hoods. We 
recorded BRIF for four riding trials: 1. Road 
position + Road saddle (RR), 2. Road position + 
Triathlon saddle (RT), 3. Triathlon position + 
Triathlon saddle (TT) and 4. Triathlon position  + 
road saddle (TR). Prior to trials 1 and 3, we 
recorded anatomical measurements suggested by 
Retül, to fine-tune the body position on the Müve. 
 
Due to the data failing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
Test for normality, we conducted a Friedman Test 
to determine significant differences among the four 
conditions. We then used a Wilcoxon-Signed Rank 
Test for pairwise differences using a Bonferroni 
correction of alpha levels 0.0083 per test (0.05/6). 
Data are presented as Mean +/- SD.  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
We were surprised to find that contrary to 
Hypotheses 1 and 2, neither changing body position 
nor saddle type significantly changed saddle vertical 

Figure 1: A Retül Müve fit bike instrumented 
with AMTI force transducers.  



forces. In the baseline road position + road saddle 
condition, the saddle supported, on average, 42.3 
+/- 2.5% BW (Figure 2). Switching to the triathlon 
position with a road saddle, decreased the weight 
supported by the saddle by an insignificant 2.4% 
BW. In the road position, switching to the  triathlon 
saddle caused no change in weight support at the 
saddle (42.4 +/- 3.2% BW).  
 
When road and triathlon positions were matched 
with their respective saddles, the triathlon position + 
triathlon saddle condition supported 4.3%BW less 
average vertical force at the saddle. 
 
 

  
 
Overall, the lack of changes in vertical force at the 
saddle, indicate that vertical forces are not the best 
metric to explain any perceived improvement in 
comfort associated with noseless triathlon saddles. 
Instead, rider comfort may be better explained by 
pressure distribution across a saddle or the center of 
pressure location.  
 
 
In support of Hypothesis 3, average vertical forces 
at the handlebars were significantly greater in the 
triathlon position compared to the road position, 
regardless of saddle type. At the handlebars, 
6.6%BW more force was supported in the triathlon 
position compared to the road position, when using 
a road saddle. Further, 8.4%BW more force was 

supported in the triathlon position compared to the 
road position, when using a triathlon saddle 
(p<0.0083). 
 
These changes in handlebar force and consistency 
of the saddle forces, at the same power output, at 
first seem impossible. However, the same power 
output can be achieved with more horizontally 
directed pedal forces. Therefore, it may be useful to 
investigate how anterio-posterior forces at the 
bottom bracket change across body positions and 
saddle types. 
 
The greater handlebar forces in the triathlon 
position may help to explain why triathlon bicycles 
handle worse than road bicycles. Further 
biomechanical studies are needed to improve 
bicycle-fitting procedures.   
 
CONCLUSIONS  
Neither changing body position nor saddle type 
significantly affected saddle vertical forces. 
However, as expected, in the triathlon position, 
handlebar vertical forces were significantly greater 
than in the road position.  
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Figure 2: Vertical BRIF at the saddle and handlebar 
stem.  
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